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Need photo  

 
     Proactively enhance the
     transportation network by improving
     traffic safety, reliability, and
     convenience.
 
     Equip decision makers with
     transportation engineering expertise    
     that ensures effective use of
     resources and infrastructure.
 
     Deliver quality customer service 
     with a team of professionals
     committed to responding in an
     equitable manner.

Department of Public Works
Traffic Engineering Division

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW!

Mission:
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At a Glance

Steady Red Arrow
Left turning drivers 
must stop.

Solid YellowArrow
The left turn signal is 
about to change to red. 
Do not enter the
intersection if you can 
stop safely. Vehicles 
in intersection should 
complete their turn.

Flashing Yellow Arrow
Drivers must yield to 
pedesrians and oncoming 
traffic prior to making 
the left turn.

Steady Green Arrow
Drivers turning left have 
the right-of-way.

For more information or to download 
copies of this brochure, please visit 
our website at:  www.vbgov.com , click 
the link to Government, then the link 
to Departments, then the link to
Public Works, then Traffic.



A new style traffic signal is being
installed in Virginia Beach to control left 
turns and improve safety at intersections. 
New four-section signal heads with arrows 
will gradually replace the traditional five-
section signal heads that had a combination 
of circular lights and arrows. 

The City will begin phasing in these signal 
heads at the following four intersections on 
Rosemont Road between I-264 and Holland 
Road:
• Chester Street/Sentara Way
• South Plaza Trail
• Silina Drive
• Bow Creek Blvd./Van Buran Drive 

The Flashing Yellow Arrow

Left turning drivers entering the 
intersection must yield to oncoming 
traffic. When it is safe, make your 
left turn and proceed through the 
intersection. After it flashes, the 
flashing yellow left-turn arrow then 
changes to the steady (non flashing) 
yellow left-turn arrow. Drivers should 
treat the steady yellow arrow just like 
a standard yellow light. Prepare to stop 
before the red light appears.

A flashing yellow arrow means left 
turns are allowed, but you must 
first yield to oncoming traffic and 
pedestrians and then proceed with 
caution.

How does a flashing 
yellow arrow work?

What should motorists do 
when approaching a flashing 
yellow left-turn signal?

This is the change that 
drivers will see...

A national study demonstrated drivers had 
fewer crashes with the flashing yellow 
left-turn arrow than with the traditional 
yielding left-turn indication, because 
drivers perceive that any green signal 
means “go.”

The new display provides traffic engineers 
with more options to handle variable 
traffic volumes. It also provides more 
opportunities to safely turn left.

Safer

More Flexible

Why is it a better 
left-turn signal?

The new signal heads with arrows will 
provide a more direct, less confusing 
message.

Rather than a circular green, 
drivers will have a flashing 
yellow arrow to indicate that 
they can turn left after yielding 
to oncoming traffic.

Traditional

New


